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About This Game

Cemetery Warrior 3 is a dynamic and exciting 3D first-person shooter with great graphics, lots of weapons and various
monsters. You will explore an ancient monastery and its dungeons. On the way you'll meet crowds of monsters and giant bosses.
As always, your faithful companions - a machine gun, shotgun and grenade launcher will help you drive on! Hundreds of years

ago the Holy Order of Friars built a monastery above a portal that connects our world with hell. They vowed to pray every day to
restrain the forces of darkness, to keep them from escaping to the outside. For many years you were the leader of the Order, and
when you became an old man, you fell asleep and went quietly to the Lord, leaving the holy craft your brothers. However, after
a couple of years the monks betrayed their oath. They made a pact with Satan for worldly pleasures and enjoyments. Now their
prayer is directed to the call of the son of Satan – Zeksus, and they themselves are turned into hideous creatures. Sacred power
brings you back, so you can get things in order! Almighty has bestowed upon you again youth and strength! And this time, the

weapons! Lots of weapons!
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I paid 50 cents for this game, NO COMPLAINTS, it's pretty fun. Room to room, round based shooter with cool weapons and
sweet music. The Ragdolls are hilarious, especially with the SHOTGUN.

If I had a complaint it'd be that the chain weapon you start with is USELESS, and you pretty much need to eat damage if you try
to use it. I sometimes wonder if developers try their own games...
...and if they do, about this one, I don't get what's entertaining about being overwhelmed by enemies cause ther's no ammo.

I remember the first game of this trilogy, and it was just cheap, not THIS bad.. Non-rebindable keys=instant thumbs down for
me when it's an FPS, the graphics I can live with, wailing a chain around in a shooter...sure, not being able to bind keys, no
bloody way.. I dont see how anyone could possibly give this a thumbs up. it feels like
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. only runs at 1600x900, and the soundtrack is just terrible.

i had 1.06 left in my steam account and my friends and I thought it'd be funny to find a bad game for .99

well, we did lol. Wow, 8 Reviews for this game on it's launch day at the time I am writing my review for this..

And I am the first to say... AVOID AT ALL COSTS!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=byW0NlqC0ZE

A truly desperate attempt to make a quick dollar, and a desperate purchase for an FPS shooter with sooo many much better FPS
games on Steam now.

Let me give you a few of the many reasons to avoid this..

- No health packs, no armor, nothing to pick up except weapons and ammo.

- No sprint button, no blocking, no dodging, just mindless spamming\/holding M1 to win.

- Mindless action, gets very repetitive very quickly.

- No score, No healing, No Co-op or Online modes.

- Horrid collision detection, Minimal monster animation, non existent AI, and laughable and lame rag-doll physics.

- Looks, plays, and feels like a game put together in Game Guru or the Unity engine in about 3 hours time max,

- Just a quick cash grab through and through, though some people might feel it's worth the low price tag.. I can't say this game is
very good for how fast you swing, the second level is just patience, like most people would die alot there without learning the
technic, if there was more work put into the game, like creating a remaster of it, then I would see it doing well, but why port it
over instead of trying to work on it. I just don't understand why this game actually got released in the first place.. I see what was
attempted here: retro FPS with banging music for the nostalgia of the 90's great shooters.

I'll git that the choice in music is good, however the controls are sluggish, even more than i would have expected and the
animation are too clunky to be interesting.

this was abig letdown for me. if yo u want a bit of nostalgic 90's shooters go pay 1.5$ for Wolfenstein 3D all I can suggest.....
Surprisingly very enjoyable game. Seems like Painkiller, mb a bit Serious Sam, but reminds for me more Necrovision, I mean
style. Very easy graphics, nothing special, but nothing bad. Actually there is no good optimisation or graaphic settings, but thats
no terrible(see the price, right?).

I especially want to mention the soundtrack - Slayer+Mech+something like Behemoth, and mb a few meldic-death. Btw its
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really colorfull with game and enjoyable. Gameplay is very similar like Painkiller, but with one thing - no medkits make it really
hardcore game sometimes.

Unfortunatale there is no achievements - why? Idk, mb devs will add that later, I hope. Also I wanna a few better optimisation,
and a few graphic settings. But for this price its pretty good game to have fun.. runable grabage =. Cemetary Warrior 3 initially
looked like a good grab. I watched the developers on their last couple games and they did halfway decent on them. Thought
maybe they would be beginning to polish some of their experiences and unfortunately they haven't gotten there yet. The
hitboxes are off, AI movement isn't polished and you can't rebind the keys. I can even forgive the no native 1080p support as
this is a cheap under dollar title. Overall, I wasn't really convinced to give this game a positive review as it just lacks that umph
to push it over the thumbs up threshold. Hopefully, they will go back to the drawing board and spend some more time on these
types of games because they got the basic idea down and a little more motivation and they could be hitting the market with
decent cheap indie titles.....
Here is my recap first look: https:\/\/youtu.be\/0iNsi9w7HDw
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Got this game because I got a 90% off coupon from making a badge in system shock 2. Figured why not iot's only 10 cents. Oh
how wrong I was.

Game crashed twice when I opened it before I redownloaded it and it worked.

The graphics that I saw were on par with System Shock 2, a game released in 1999. Graphics aren't everything, I figured.

Enemies come at me, looking like an asset flip, I kill the zombies in german uniforms easily with a chain.

Then bull enemies with swords come at me, I lose a fair bit of health before I figured out you can hit them and back up before
they hit you, I kill them and get chaingun that for some reason says it's a machinegun.

I clear the next room, no new enemies.

The next room, wolf enemies that take 20 shots to die, are fast and eat your health like it's a deer come at me, I run out of ammo
and die.

I had seen enough and request a refund.

Did i mention sound failed half way through?. I don't know what the positive reviews in Russian are saying but all I know is that,
aside from the old-school FPS vibes, Cemetery Warrior 3 has not much to do with the intense and fast-paced Serious Sam and
Painkiller. In fact, it is a game plagued by its kinship with mobile and web browsing games. If I'm not mistaken this game has
been released few years ago as a freeware.

NEGATIVES
-Slow character's movement
-No jump button
-Unexciting gunplay
-Lack of visual feedback when hitting or shooting at enemies
-Very small combat arenas
-Very few ammo box to pickup
-Poor visuals
-Annoying soundtrack

POSITIVES
+1$ price tag
+Not made with GameGuru
+Smooth framerate
+Loading time almost nonexistent

Conclusion: It is unfortunate that the devs didn't bother doing a remake or remaster for the Steam release since it has some
potential. The hellish settings and the nightmarish bestiary show some consistency.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Vct4koJ0yV4

Rating:
2.5 \/ 10. I got this for a $1. Not sure how much this game was when it was released. Don't get me wrong, the game looks pretty
bad and it could have more interface options like many other first person shooter to make the game more user friendly but I got
it for a $1. The game is rewarding, such has executing well time attacks to kill monsters, even early into the game and featuring
a checkpoint system after a game over. I can't really say that's a bad thing or a redeeming feature. It's in the game, so $1 for a
game with forgivable features and decent gameplay like this is a bit of a steal.. Games like this one are the reason people do not
trust games made in Unity.

And if you didn't get the message: This game is utter crap.. 15\/100
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-50 The game is way top difficult and has horrible graphics.
-35 The enemies can hit me with melee weapons, when they're like 10 feet away from me.. Great Game!!!!!. Honest price~.
This game is not fun to play, even consider it to be painful, and it's got a lot of
Ear\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665sounds.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vQZghpQHy6w

For the people that don't want to watch the video of me suffering through half of the game:

This game is trying to be like Painkiller... but is no where even close! The graphics are not that good. There is even NO option
to change graphics. Hell there wasn't even a Unity start up menu (like most Unity games end up using.) The option menu in
game is just sound sliders and screen resolution. There is no secrets, you can't interact with anything. Lava does kill you though.

The gameplay is simplistic. You move to room to small room, and fighting spawns of monsters\/demons, while some Metal is
played. Now the movement speed is PAINFULLY slow, and there is no sprint. There is even barely a jump. Most monsters are
actually faster than you. Don't get me started on the sounds. Sounds are off, or sounds like they are in a completely different
direction, some sounds are even pure ear\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Some sounds are even ripped from Doom!
Some monsters that I encountered don't even have ANY sounds. When you die there isn't even a sound for that! I was also killed
from a monster shooting through a wall.

There is also no health\/armor pick ups. You only get health when you complete a room and move onto the next area.

The weapons are pretty generic, machine gun, shotgun, rocket launcher, there might be another one, but I could not get past the
second level. Picking up the weapons don't give you any ammo, and completing a level takes away your weapons, leaving you
with the chain melee weapon. The amount of damage done to monsters seems to be random. Sometimes you can kill them in 1-2
shots, other times it takes 6-9 shots. You also don't take damge from your own rockets.

The only good thing I can find is the music... sometimes. Out of the 5 songs there is, 3 of them are actually good! (If someone
know where I can find the music or how I can rip files out of Unity, please let me know.) The other 2 are horrible loops. This
game ALSO has the issue of the music will just randomly get louder in certain rooms, or when you go to the next level, or when
you die and restart... and I mean REALLY LOUD! And it's usually the sh*tty loops that end up being really loud.

After my horrible and not fun play and not able to make it to the second boss, I checked out the game files in hopes I could steal
the music to listen to... The game is only 115 MB. AND according to the files, there is only 4 maps!

The game also crashed when I died and tried to go back to the menu.

EDIT: I card farmed the game to get the 3 Steam Cards. The first two dropped in about 1 hour... but the last card took
ALMOST 4 HOURS!!

Pros:
- Metal Music
- No Achievements (No need to play through the entire game)
- Steam Traiding Cards

Cons:
- Horrible Graphics
- Horrible Sounds
- Some Music is horrible
- Damage isn't consistant
- No health pick ups
- Small boring rooms
- You are slow as sh*t
- Only 4 levels
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No. Just no. It's not worth the $1.
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